Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Next generation railway systems are based on distributed inter-organisational entities, such as on-board train computers and wayside radio-block centres and satellites, which have to interact to accomplish their tasks. A longstanding effort in the railway domain concerns the use of formal methods and tools for the analysis of railway (signalling) systems in light of the sector's stringent safety requirements \[[@CR7], [@CR10], [@CR11], [@CR17], [@CR27]--[@CR31], [@CR41], [@CR42]\]. Due to their distributed and inter-organisational nature, their formal verification is still an open challenge. Whilst model-checking and theorem-proving techniques are predominant, to the best of our knowledge, applications of controller synthesis techniques are largely lacking.

We describe a formal modelling and analysis experience with [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} of a moving block railway signalling system. This work was conducted in the context of several projects concerned with the use of formal methods and tools for the development of railway systems based on moving block signalling systems, in which train movement is no longer authorised based on sections of the railway track between fixed points, but computed in real time as safe zones around the trains. Most notably, the H2020 Shift2Rail projects ASTRail: SAtellite-based Signalling and Automation SysTems on Railways along with Formal Method and Moving Block Validation (<http://www.astrail.eu>) and 4SECURail: FORmal Methods and CSIRT for the RAILway sector (<http://www.4securail.eu>). The European Shift2Rail initiative (<http://shift2rail.org>) is a joint undertaking of the European Commission and the main railway stakeholders to move the European railway industry forward by increasing its competitiveness. This concerns in particular the transition to next generation signalling systems, including satellite-based train positioning, moving-block distancing, and automatic driving. With a budget of nearly 1 billion euro, it is unique in its kind.

Previously, in \[[@CR6], [@CR8]\], we introduced a concrete case study of a satellite-based moving block railway signalling system, which was developed in collaboration with industrial partners of the ASTRail project and which was modelled and analysed with [Simulink]{.smallcaps} and [Uppaal SMC]{.smallcaps} (Statistical Model Checker). While those models offered the possibility to fine tune communication parameters that are fundamental for the reliability of their operational behaviour, they did not account for the synthesis of autonomous driving strategies.

Building on such efforts, in this paper we present a formal model of a satellite-based moving block railway signalling system, which accounts for autonomous driving and which is modelled in [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} as a stochastic priced timed game. The autonomous driving module is not modelled manually, but it is synthesised automatically as a strategy, after which both standard and statistical model checking are applied under the resulting (safe) strategy. The starting point for deriving the strategy is a safety requirement that the model must respect. We moreover consider reliability aspects, and the autonomous driving strategy also provides guarantees for the minimal expected arrival time. The model and experiments are available at <https://github.com/davidebasile/FORTE2020>.

*Related Work.* At last year's FORTE, parametric statistical model checking was applied to Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) \[[@CR4]\]. The model was formalised as a parametric Markov chain with the goal of reducing the probability of failure while varying parameters such as precision of the position. The UAV follows a predefined flight plan, whereas we aim at automatically synthesising a strategy to safely drive the train. It would be interesting to investigate the possibility of synthesising flight plans under safety constraints.

A decade ago at FORTE'10, one of the first applications of statistical model checking (using the [BIP]{.smallcaps} toolset) to an industrial case study was presented, namely the heterogeneous communication system for cabin communication in civil airplanes \[[@CR9]\]. The goal was to study the accuracy of clock synchronisation between different devices running in parallel on a distributed application, i.e. a time bound within which communication must occur. An implementation of this case study in [Uppaal SMC]{.smallcaps} would allow a comparison of the results.

Statistical model checking has also been used to verify the reliability of railway interlocking systems \[[@CR19]\] and [Uppaal]{.smallcaps} has been used to verify railway timetables \[[@CR34]\]. [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} has been applied to a few other case studies belonging to the transport domain, such as traffic light controllers \[[@CR3]\], cruise control \[[@CR38]\], and railway scheduling \[[@CR37]\]. We conjecture that the [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} model in \[[@CR37]\] could be paired with our model to study railway scheduling for autonomous trains, with the goal of synthesising improved strategies for both the scheduler and the autonomous driver.

Finally, there have been several recent attempts at modelling and analysing ERTMS Level 3 signalling systems (in particular Hybrid Level 3 systems with virtual fixed blocks) with Promela/Spin, mCRL2, Alloy/Electrum, iUML, SysML, ProB, Event-B, and real-time Maude \[[@CR2], [@CR5], [@CR14], [@CR21], [@CR25], [@CR33], [@CR40], [@CR43]\]. None of these concern quantitative modelling and analysis, typically lacking uncertainty, which is fundamental for demonstrating the reliability of the operational behaviour of next generation satellite-based ERTMS Level 3 moving block railway signalling system models. One of the earliest quantitative evaluations of moving block railway signalling systems can be found in \[[@CR36]\], based on GSM-R communications.

*Structure of the Paper.* After some background on [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we describe the setting of the case study from the railway domain in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}. In Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}, we present the formal model, followed by an extensive description of the conducted analyses in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. Finally, we discuss our experience with [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} and provide some ideas for future work in Sect. [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}.

Background: [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} {#Sec2}
=========================================

In this section, we provide some background of the tools and their input models used in this paper, providing pointers to the literature for more details.

[Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR24]\] is the latest tool of the [Uppaal]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR12]\] suite. It integrates formalisms and algorithms coming from the less recent [Uppaal Tiga]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR13]\] (synthesis for timed games), [Uppaal SMC]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR22]\] (Statistical Model Checking), and the synthesis of near optimal schedulers proposed in \[[@CR23]\].

[Uppaal Tiga]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR13], [@CR20]\] implements an efficient on-the-fly algorithm for the synthesis of strategies extended to deal with models of *timed games*. These are automata modelling a game between a player (the controller) and an opponent (the environment). Transitions are partitioned into controllable and uncontrollable ones. The controller plays the controllable transitions, while the opponent plays the uncontrollable ones. The controller is only allowed to deactivate controllable transitions. The goal is to synthesise a strategy for the controller such that, no matter the actions of the opponent, a particular property is satisfied. Generally, uncontrollable transitions are used to model events such as delays in communication or other inputs from the environment. On the converse, controllable transitions characterise the logic of the controller, generally related to actuators. The strategy synthesis algorithm uses a suitable abstraction of the real-time part of the model, through *zones* that are constraints over the real-time clocks. Strategy synthesis allows an algorithmic construction of a controller which is guaranteed to ensure that the resulting system satisfies the desired correctness properties, i.e. reachability and safety.

[Uppaal SMC]{.smallcaps} is a statistical model checker based on models of *stochastic timed automata*. These are automata enhanced with real-time modelling through *clock* variables. Moreover, their stochastic extension replaces non-determinism with probabilistic choices and time delays with probability distributions (uniform for bounded time and exponential for unbounded time). These automata may communicate via (broadcast) channels and shared variables. Statistical Model Checking (SMC) \[[@CR1], [@CR39]\] is based on running a sufficient number of (probabilistic) simulations of a system model to obtain statistical evidence (with a predefined level of statistical confidence) of the quantitative properties to be checked. SMC offers advantages over exhaustive (probabilistic) model checking. Most importantly, SMC scales better since there is no need to generate and possibly explore the full state space of the model under scrutiny, thus avoiding the combinatorial state-space explosion problem typical of model checking, and the required simulations can be easily distributed and run in parallel. This comes at a price: contrary to (probabilistic) model checking, exact results (with 100% confidence) are out of the question.

The method proposed in \[[@CR23]\] extends the strategy synthesis of \[[@CR13]\] to find near-optimal solutions for *stochastic priced timed games*, which are basically stochastic timed automata enhanced with controllable and uncontrollable transitions, similarly to timed games. In short, the method starts from the most permissive strategy guaranteeing the time bounds, computed with the algorithms in \[[@CR13]\]. This strategy is then converted into a stochastic one by substituting non-determinism with uniform distributions. Finally, reinforcement learning is applied iteratively to learn from sampled runs the effect of control choices, to find the near-optimal strategy.

[Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} uses stochastic priced timed games as formalism whilst integrating (real-time) model checking, statistical model checking, strategy synthesis, and optimisation. It thus becomes possible to perform model checking and optimisation under strategies, which are first-class objects in the tool. Internally, abstractions that allow to pass from stochastic priced timed games to timed games similar to those in \[[@CR13]\] are used to integrate the various algorithms.

Context and Case Study {#Sec3}
======================

The European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS) is a set of international standards for the interoperability, performance, reliability, and safety of modern European rail transport \[[@CR26]\]. It relies on the European Train Control System (ETCS), an automatic train protection system that continuously supervises the train, ensuring to not exceed the safety speed and distance. The current standards distinguish four levels (0--3) of operation of ETCS signalling systems, depending largely on the role of trackside equipment and on the way information is transmitted to and from trains. The ERTMS/ETCS signalling systems currently deployed on railways throughout Europe concern at most Level 2.

Level 2 signalling systems are based on fixed blocks starting and ending at signals. The block sizes are determined based on parameters like the speed limit, the train's speed and braking characteristics, drivers' sighting and reaction times, etc. But the faster trains are allowed to run, the longer the braking distance and the longer the blocks need to be, thus decreasing the line's capacity. This is because the railway sector's stringent safety requirements impose the length of fixed blocks to be based on the worst-case braking distance, regardless of the actual speed of the train. For exact train position detection and train integrity supervision, Level 2 signalling systems make use of trackside equipment (such as track circuits or axle counters). However, communication of the movement authority (MA), i.e. the permission to move to a specific location with supervision of speed, as well as speed information and route data to and from the train is achieved by continuous data transmission via GSM-R or GPRS with a wayside radio block centre. Moreover, an onboard unit continuously monitors the transferred data and the train's maximum permissible speed by determining its position in between the Eurobalises (transponders on the rails of a railway) used as reference points via sensors (axle transducers, accelerometer and radar).

The next generation Level 3 signalling systems currently under investigation and development, no longer rely on trackside equipment for train position detection and train integrity supervision. Instead, an onboard odometry system is responsible for monitoring the train's position and autonomously computing its current speed. The onboard unit frequently sends the train's position to a radio block centre which, in turn, sends each train a MA, computed by exploiting its knowledge of the position of the rear end of the train ahead. For this to work, the precise absolute location, speed, and direction of each train needs to be known, which are to be determined by a combination of sensors: active and passive markers along the track, and trainborne speedometers. The resulting moving block signalling systems allow trains in succession to close up, since a safe zone around the moving trains can be computed, thus considerably reducing headways between trains, in principle to the braking distance. This allows for more trains to run on existing railway tracks, in response to the ever-increasing need to boost the volume of passenger and freight rail transport and the cost and impracticability of constructing new tracks. Furthermore, the removal of trackside equipment results in lower capital and maintenance costs \[[@CR32]\].

One of the current challenges in the railway sector is to make moving block signalling systems as effective and precise as possible, including satellite-based positioning systems and leveraging on an integrated solution for signal outages (think, e.g., of the absence of positioning in tunnels) and the problem of multipaths \[[@CR44]\]. However, due to its robust safety requirements the railway sector is notoriously cautious about adopting technological innovations. Thus, while GNSS-based positioning systems are in use for some time now in the avionics and automotive sectors, current train signalling systems are still based on fixed blocks. However, experiments are being conducted and case studies are being validated in order to move to Level 3 signalling systems \[[@CR2], [@CR5], [@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR14], [@CR15], [@CR21], [@CR25], [@CR33], [@CR40]\].

The components of the moving block railway signalling case study considered in this paper are depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The train carries the location unit and onboard unit components, while the radio block centre is a wayside component. The location unit receives the train's location from GNSS satellites, sends this location (and the train's integrity) to the onboard unit, which, in turn, sends the location to the radio block centre. Upon receiving a train's location, the radio block centre sends a MA to the onboard unit (together with speed restrictions and route configurations), indicating the space the train can safely travel based on the safety distance with preceding trains. The radio block centre computes such MA by communicating with neighbouring radio block centres and exploiting its knowledge of the positions of switches and other trains (head and tail position) by communicating with a Route Management System. We abstract from the latter and from communication among neighbouring radio block centres: we consider one train to communicate with one radio block centre, based on a seamless handover when the train moves from one radio block centre supervision area to an adjacent one, as regulated by its Functional Interface Specification \[[@CR45]\].Fig. 1.ERTMS Level 3 moving block railway signalling(adapted from \[[@CR8], [@CR31]\])

Formal Model {#Sec4}
============

In this section, we describe the formal model of the case study introduced before. It consists of a number of SPTGs, which are basically timed automata with prices (a cost function) and stochasticity, composed as a synchronous product.

We briefly describe the model's components, followed by details of the onboard unit. Delays in the communications are exponentially distributed with rate 1:4 to account for possible delays. This is a common way of modelling communication delays. Moreover, all transitions are uncontrollable, except for the controllable actions of the driver in the TRAIN_ATO_T component, which are used to synthesise the safe and optimal strategy.

Component OBU_MAIN_GenerateLocationRequest_T initiates system interactions by generating a request for a new location to send to the location unit. The location unit component LU_MAIN_T receives a new position request from the onboard unit, replying with the current train location (computed via GNSS). The main component OBU_MAIN_SendLocationToRBC_T of the onboard unit performs a variety of operations. It receives the position from the location unit, sends the received position to the radio block centre, and eventually implements a safety mechanism present in the original system specification. In particular, at each instant of time, it checks that the train's position does not exceed the MA received from the radio block centre; if it does, it enters a failure state. The failure is also broadcast to all other components. In fact, all components can enter a failure state if a failure is triggered. The RBC_Main_T component model of the radio block centre receives MA requests from the onboard unit. Once received, the radio block centre repeatedly sends a MA message until the corresponding acknowledgement from the onboard unit is received. Also OBU_MAIN_ReceiveMA_T models the logic of the onboard unit. It receives a MA from the radio block centre, and sends back a corresponding acknowledgement. Finally, the TRAIN_ATO_T component was defined to synthesise a strategy for moving the train in a safe and optimal way. In particular, the position of the train (variable loc) is stated in a unidimensional space and identified by one coordinate (representing the position along its route), and the train is allowed at each cycle to either move one unit or stay idle. To allow state-space reduction, the value of loc represents a range of the space in which the train is located, rather than a specific point in space. Next, we describe this component, depicted in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, in detail.Fig. 2.The TRAIN_ATO_T component

The initial state of TRAIN_ATO_T is the nominal state I_GO, drawn with two circles. Two failure states (FailWhileGo and FailWhileReadLoc) are reached in case the MA is exceeded in OBU_MAIN_SendLocationToRBC_T. The initial state has an invariant to guarantee that the train has not passed its destination. Note that invariants can be constraints on clocks or variables. This is done by checking that the location of the train, which is encoded by the integer variable loc, is less than or equal to the integer constant arrive, which is an input parameter of the model to perform experiments. From the initial state it is possible to transit to state ReadLocWhileRun, upon a location request coming from LU_MAIN_T, and coming back from ReadLocWhileRun to I_GO by replying to such a request. Variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {x}$$\end{document}$ is a buffer for value-reading messages. To reduce the model's state space, the value transmitted by TRAIN_ATO is the remaining headway, i.e. the difference between the MA and the location. Indeed, such value has a fixed range if compared to the location (under the assumption that the arrival point is greater than the initial headway value, otherwise the train will never exceed its MA before arriving to the destination). In turn, OBU_MAIN_SendLocationToRBC_T checks if such transmitted value (headway) is negative for triggering a failure, since in that case the train has exceeded its MA.

From both states I_GO and ReadLocWhileRun, an inner loop is used to receive the new MA (movaut) from RBC_Main_T. The movaut should be relative to the current location $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {loc}$$\end{document}$ of the train, i.e. movaut = loc + fixed number of meters that the train is allowed to travel. However, to reduce the state space, such a message simply resets the headway variable to its initial value, which is an integer constant called ma. Thus, movaut is not stored in the state space because its value can be retrieved as loc+ma. The constant ma is another input parameter of the model. The reason such a loop is also present in state ReadLocWhileRun is that otherwise the MA message would be lost in this state, and similarly for the urgent state (marked with the symbol U, described below).

We now discuss the two controllable transitions in the model. The first is used to move a train. In [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} a controller cannot delay its actions (whereas the environment can), hence the movement of the train is split into an uncontrollable transition followed by a controllable one, with an intermediate urgent state. An intermediate urgent state is such that a transition must be taken without letting time pass. This is a workaround to force the controller to perform an action at that instant of time. From the initial state I_GO, an uncontrollable transition targeting the urgent state is used to check that the conditions for moving the train are met. In particular, if the headway is non-negative and the train has not arrived, the transition for moving the train is enabled. Additionally, a test c\>0 on the clock c is used to forbid Zeno behaviour. Indeed the clock c is reset to zero after the train has moved, hence time is forced to pass before the next movement. Such a condition cannot be stated directly on the controllable transition, otherwise a time-lock (i.e. time is not allowed to pass) would be reached in case the condition is not met.

The controllable transition (drawn as a solid arc) from the urgent state can either set the integer speed to 1 or to 0, allowing the train to proceed to the next interval of space or to remain in the previous interval, respectively. Recall that loc is not a coordinate but rather an abstraction of a portion of space. The controllable transition also updates the headway. To reduce the state space, the only negative value allowed for the variable headway is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, the second controllable transition is used to reach a sink state DONE. To further reduce the state space, the train is not allowed to move once loc has reached value arrive. A hybrid clock timer is used as a stop-watch to measure the time it takes for the train to arrive in state DONE. To this aim, the invariant timer'==0 in state DONE sets the derivative of clock timer to zero. A hybrid clock can be abstracted away during the synthesis of a safe strategy.

Formal Analysis and Experiments {#Sec5}
===============================

In this section, we report on analysis of the formal model. The main objective is to synthesise a safe strategy such that the train does not exceed the MA. Additionally, the train should be as fast as possible, within the limits imposed by the safety requirements. To this aim, an optimal and safe strategy is synthesised.

The experiments were carried out on a machine with a processor Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8500Y CPU at 1.50 GHz, 1601 MHz, 2 cores, and 4 logical processors with 16GB of RAM, running 64 bit Windows 10. The development version of [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} (academic version 4.1.20-8-beta2) was used. Indeed, when developing the model and its analysis, minor issues were encountered (more later). This version of [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} contains some patches resulting from a series of interactions between the first author and the developers team at Aalborg University.

The set-up of the parameters of the statistical model checker was chosen to provide a good confidence in the results and is as follows: probabilistic deviation set to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta = 0.5$$\end{document}$, respectively, and the probability uncertainty set to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\epsilon = 0.005$$\end{document}$. As anticipated in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we focussed on one radio block centre, one onboard unit, and one location unit, i.e. one train communicating with one radio block centre. Finally, we set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {arrive} = 20$$\end{document}$.

To begin with, we want to check if the hazard of exceeding the MA is possible at all in our model. If such a hazard were never possible, the safe strategy would simply allow all behaviour. To analyse this, we perform standard model checking:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \texttt {A[] \,\,\,\, not \,\,\,\, (OBU\_MAIN\_SendLocationToRBC.MAexceededFailure)} $$\end{document}$$This formula checks if for every possible path, the state MAexceededFailure of the component OBU_MAIN_SendLocationToRBC is never visited. Indeed, this particular state is reached exactly when the hazard occurs, i.e. the MA is exceeded, thus triggering a failure. After 0.016 s, using 38,200 KB of memory, [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} reports that this formula is not satisfied, thus such hazard is possible without a proper strategy to drive the train. We would like to check the likelihood to reach this failure, given this specific set-up of parameters. First, the average maximal time in which the train reaches its destination is computed. This is important to fine tune the time bound for further simulations. To do so, we use the statistical model checker to evaluate the following formula:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \phi _1 = \texttt {E[{<}{=}700;10000]\,\texttt {(}max: TRAIN\_ATO.timer)} $$\end{document}$$This formula computes the average maximal value of the TRAIN_ATO.timer stop-watch, i.e. the arrival time. It is computed based on 10000 simulations with an experimental time bound of 700 s. The computed value is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$377.235 \pm 3.960$$\end{document}$, and its probability distribution is depicted in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. By analysing the probability distribution it is possible to notice that the average value is lower if faults are ignored. Indeed, in case of faults the value of timer is equal to the end of the simulation (i.e. 700 s). Hence, the time bound for the following simulations is set to 500 s, thus considering also worst cases of arrival time.Fig. 3.Probability distribution for average maximal arrival time ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi _1$$\end{document}$)

We now compute the likelihood of the model to reach a failure, using SMC to measure the probability of reaching the failure state with the following formula:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \phi _2 = \texttt {Pr[{<}{=}500]\,\,\,\,({<}{>}OBU\_MAIN\_SendLocationToRBC.MAexceededFailure)} $$\end{document}$$[Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} executes 33952 simulations and the probability is within the range \[0.117029, 0.127029\], with confidence 0.995. The probability confidence interval plot for this experiment is depicted in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. We conclude that, for this set-up of parameters, there is a relatively high probability for this hazard to occur. This is as expected, due to the absence of a strategy for driving the train and the non-deterministic choice of whether or not to move the train.Fig. 4.Probability confidence interval for likelihood of reaching a failure ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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After these standard and statistical model-checking experiments, we exploit the synthesis capabilities of [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} to automatically fix the specification to adhere to safety constraints. Indeed, no manual intervention to fix the model is needed: it suffices to compute a driving strategy and compose it with the model. Recall that the only controllable transitions in the model are those for deciding whether or not to move the train (i.e. related to acceleration/deceleration, accordingly). This in turn depends on the stochastic delays in communication. The strategy prunes controllable transitions such that those previously reachable configurations leading to the failure state are no longer reachable. To compute this strategy, called safe, we evaluate the following formula:[Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} successfully computes the safe strategy in 7.167 s, using 576,888 KB of memory. The strategy allows all possible behaviour that does not violate the above property. To have a glimpse of the strategy at work, we ran 50 simulations of the model composed with the safe strategy to visualise the variable TRAIN_ATO.loc (i.e. the train's location) with the following command:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \texttt {simulate 50 \;\;[{<}{=}500] \;\;{TRAIN\_ATO.loc} \;\;under\; safe} $$\end{document}$$Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the trajectory of variable TRAIN_ATO.loc for 50 simulations, computed in 0.147 s, using 576,984 KB. We see that in all trajectories the train never stops before reaching its destination, i.e. no failure occurs. However, in some simulations the train is relatively slower, when compared to other simulations.Fig. 5.Simulations of the model under the safe strategy safe

[Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} also allows to model check the synthesised strategies. We ran a full state-space exploration by means of standard model checking to formally verify that after composing the model with the safe strategy the hazard of exceeding the MA is mitigated. This is checked through the following formula:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \texttt {A[] \;\;not \;\;(OBU\_MAIN\_SendLocationToRBC.MAexceededFailure) \;\;under\; safe} $$\end{document}$$This formula checks that in the model composed with the safe strategy, the 'bad' state is never reached. After 2.283 s and using 599,268 KB of memory, [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} reports that the formula is satisfied, thus confirming that we automatically synthesised a strategy for mitigating the hazard. However, even if not showed in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, there exist trajectories in the composition where the train never reaches its destination. This can be formally proven with a full state-space exploration of the strategy by standard model checking of the following formula:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \texttt {A{<}{>} \;\; (TRAIN\_ATO.DONE)\;\; under \;safe} $$\end{document}$$This formula checks that in all paths eventually state TRAIN_ATO.DONE is reached (i.e. the train reached its destination). After 0.053 s, using 599,268 KB of memory, [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} reports that the formula does not hold. Indeed, as expected, the strategy does not guarantee that such a state is always reached, but it only guarantees to avoid state OBU_MAIN_SendLocationToRBC.MAexceededFailure. For example, there exists also a safe strategy that allows the train to remain in its starting position.Fig. 6.Probability distribution for reaching the final destination under safe ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To evaluate the probability to reach state TRAIN_ATO.DONE under the safe strategy, we ran the statistical model checker to evaluate the following formula:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \phi _3 = \texttt {Pr[{<}{=}500]\;\; ({<}{>}TRAIN\_ATO.DONE) \;\; under \;safe} $$\end{document}$$[Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} executes 10617 runs and estimates the probability to be in the interval \[0.960561, 0.970561\] with confidence 0.995. The probability distribution of this formula is depicted in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. We conclude that the likelihood for the train to not reach its destination within 500 time units under the safe strategy is low, and it is mainly due to the possibility of large delays in communications. These delays are indeed the only source of stochastic behaviour in the model.Fig. 7.Probability distribution for average maximal arrival time under optsafe ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi _5$$\end{document}$)

We now show how [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} can account for dependability parameters other than safety. In particular, reliability of the system can be related to the capacity of the train to reach its destination quickly. We optimise the safe strategy to minimise the arrival time, thus increasing its reliability whilst satisfying safety. This can be done with the following query, computed in 0.015 s using 580,844 KB of memory:This query creates a new strategy, called optsafe, that optimises the strategy safe by minimising the average value of the hybrid clock timer within 500 time units. Recall that this hybrid clock is used to measure the train's arrival time. The obtained strategy is thus both safe and it has an optimal speed for the train. To check this last improvement, we measure the average maximal arrival time under the strategies safe and optsafe with the following queries, respectively:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \begin{array}{ll} &{}\phi _4 = \texttt {E[{<}{=}700;10000]\;(max: TRAIN\_ATO.timer)} \;\texttt {under} \; \texttt {safe}\\ &{}\phi _5 = \texttt {E[{<}{=}700;10000]\;(max: TRAIN\_ATO.timer)} \;\texttt {under}\; \texttt {optsafe} \end{array} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$In particular, both queries run 10000 simulations with time bound of 700 time units. For the safe strategy, the estimated value is $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi _5$$\end{document}$ is depicted in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}.

*Sensitive Analysis of Maximal Headway.* Up to this point, we evaluated the moving block railway signalling system under analysis with a specific parameter set-up. In this set-up, each time the train receives a fresh MA, its headway is reset to 5 (i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {ma} = 5$$\end{document}$). Thus, this is the maximal possible headway.

The parameters of the model can be tuned in such a way that the analysed properties are within a desired range of values. In particular, we hypothesise that reducing the maximal headway (i.e. ma) results in a deterioration in performance of the optimal strategy and in an increment of the probability of reaching a failure without strategy. Indeed, with a tight headway, the train is forced to move slowly in order not to exceed its MA. In the remainder of this section, we experimentally verify our hypothesis. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} reports the evaluation of properties $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\{3,5,10\}$$\end{document}$, reporting also the computation times and, where appropriate, the number of runs.

By reducing the maximal headway (i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {ma} = 3$$\end{document}$), we notice an overall deterioration of the average maximal arrival time (cf. properties $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi _2$$\end{document}$). These results confirm our hypothesis and further corroborate the reliability of our model.

As a final experiment, we enlarged the maximal headway (i.e. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {ma} = 10$$\end{document}$) to evaluate the improvement in performance in case of a larger headway. We recall that a large headway is not desirable, since it would result in a lower capacity of the railway network. In this experiment, the values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {ma} = 5$$\end{document}$. However, by observing the values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\phi _5$$\end{document}$, we note that there is only a slight improvement in arrival time, even if we have doubled the maximal headway. This experiment confirms our intuition that an excessive increment of the maximal headway does not lead to a better performance. This is because the train cannot go faster than its optimal speed. On the converse, an excessive enlargement of the headway results in a deterioration of the overall track capacity. Hence, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {ma} = 5$$\end{document}$ is a satisfactory set-up for the maximal headway.Table 1.Three sets of experiments obtained by varying the ma parameterHeadwayProperty$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion and Future Work {#Sec6}
==========================

We have modelled and analysed an autonomous driving problem for a moving block railway signalling system. Communication between the train and the radio block centre are modelled such that the train is allowed to proceed only within the limits imposed by the radio block centre via the MA, which is based on the position of the train and updated continuously. The goal is to synthesise a strategy for the train to arrive to its destination as quickly as possible without exceeding its limits. We modelled the problem as a stochastic priced timed game. The controller is in charge of moving the train, playing against uncontrollable stochastic delays in communication. We used [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} to compute a strategy to enforce safety in the model. The safe strategy was statistically model checked to evaluate the mean arrival time of the train. This quantity was optimised, and the optimised strategy was compared to the safe one. We observed an improvement in the mean arrival time, whilst retaining safety. As far as we know, this is the first application of synthesis techniques to autonomous driving for next generation railway signalling systems.

This was our first experience with strategy synthesis and optimisation of a case study from the railway domain and also with [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps}. Since this is a very recent tool there has not been much experimentation, in particular not outside of the groups involved in its development. The tool is still undergoing testing, and new versions and patches are released frequently. In fact, while developing the model we ran into corner cases that needed interactions with the developers team at Aalborg University. Those interactions led to the release of new versions, with patches fixing the issues discovered through our model.

We did have experience in modelling and analysing railway case studies with [Uppaal SMC]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR6], [@CR8], [@CR31]\]. The original model developed in \[[@CR8]\] and statistically model checked had to be simplified considerably (cf. Sect. [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}) to undergo strategy synthesis and verification. Indeed, while [Uppaal SMC]{.smallcaps} scales to large systems by applying simulations rather than full state-space exploration, [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps} requires full state-space exploration of the timed game for strategy synthesis. For example, using the set-up discussed in Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\texttt {ma}=10$$\end{document}$, if we double the constant arrive (i.e. 40 instead of 20) then during the strategy synthesis the tool terminates with an error message due to memory exhaustion.

An interesting future line of research would be to adapt the statistical synthesis techniques described in \[[@CR16], [@CR35]\] to learn safety objectives, thus avoiding the full state-space exploration (as currently performed in [Uppaal Stratego]{.smallcaps}) while guaranteeing the scalability of SMC. This would enable the modelling of more complex ERTMS case studies. Also, further experiments, with different set-ups of the parameters and more trains and radio block centres need to be performed, to investigate the limits of the approach described in this paper in terms of optimisation. Finally, we intend to discuss with our railway project partners the impact of the techniques discussed in this paper.
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